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IS THERE A PLACE FOR DOCTRINAL DEVELOPMENT

IN AQUINAS’ THOUGHT?

EDUARDO ECHEVERRIA

How should we think aboutlegitimate doctrinal development?' Briefly,

Aidan Nicholsis right, “What we shouldlookfor is a theory which allowsfor

genuine developmentin doctrineyet respects the substantial homogeneity of

revealed truth”? Does Aquinashelp usin this search? In his 1998 Encyclical,

Fides et Ratio, John PaulII wrote,“the Church has beenjustified in consistently

proposingSt. Thomasas a master of thought and a model ofthe right way to

do theology {and philosophy].”? Does Aquinasprovide a model with regard to

doctrinal development? Yes,in this short essay I will show that he adumbrates

a theoryofdoctrinal development.

Admittedly, Henri de Lubac is correct that Aquinas does not devoteat-

tention as suchin his writings to an account of doctrinal development.’ Avery

Dulles,S.J., suggests why:“Priorto the nineteenth century, theologians [such as

Aquinas] had practically no awarenessofreal doctrinal change... [D]octrinal

reform couldnot take the form of true progress or development. Improvement

1 Throughoutthis article, I am muchindebted to Christopher Kaczor, “Thomas Aquinas
on the Developmentof Doctrine,” Theological Studies 62 (2001): 283-302. Of great help
to mein general is also Aidan Nichols, From Newman to Congar: The Idea of Doctrinal
Developmentfrom the Victoriansto the Second Vatican Council (Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1990),
butparticularly helpfulis his account ofNeo-Scholasticism on doctrinal developmentin the
first halfofthe twentieth century, 155-94. In addition, helpfulis the work ofCharles Journet,

What is Dogma?Translated by MarkPontifex, O.S.B. (New York: Hawthorn Books, 1964).
2 Nichols, From Newman to Congar, 169.
3 Fides et Ratio, 43.
4 Henri de Lubac, Theology in History, with a foreword by MichaelSales,S.J., trans. By

Anne Englund Nash (San Francisco: Ignatius Press, 1996), 248-280, andat 258-59.
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84 EDUARDO ECHEVERRIA

could mean only

a

return to the pure and integral teaching of the apostolic
Church”* Hedoes not say exactly what “real doctrinal change” means. Yet we
can surmisefor now that such changeis about morethan “preserving continuity
in its tradition.’”* It involves not merely a negative stance, “as defininga specific
truth that had beenattacked, butpositively, as extending the bodyofnecessary
beliefs.”’ But this extension cannotlose a connection with the substantial homo-
geneity of revealed truth. Developmenthereis a “change within identity—not
changeofidentity... In this context change takes place within a self-identical
reality and truth.”* This is especially the case when we considerthe question of
alterationsor reversals, for instance, ecumenism and religiousliberty.’

Still, contrary to the claim that Aquinas could not be helpful in the search
for a theory of doctrinal development, scattered throughout Aquinas’ writ-
ings are definite cues that I will describe and systematize for understanding
howthelogical, organic, andhistorical aspects of development" contribute to
Aquinas’ view that developmentis about“the unfolding of implicit teaching
into moreexplicit formulation”" In Aquinas’ own words,“We oughtnotto say
about God anything which is not found in Holy Scripture either explicitly or
implicitly.” He explains:

Accordingly we must conclude that, as regards the substance of
the articles offaith, they have not received any increase as time went

9 Avery Dulles, S.J., The Resilient Church: The Necessity and Limits ofAdaptation (Garden
City, NY: Doubleday & Company, INC., 1977), uses these terms to describe models of
developmentin his chapter, “Doctrinal Renewal: A Situationist View” 45-62, particularly
at 46-47,

6 Ibid., 51.

7 Ibid., 48.
8 Nichols, From Newman to Congar, 220. Nichols hereis describing oneofKarl Rahner's

rules for doctrinal development. Heshares this 1961 position of Rahner, “Development of
Dogma,’ in Theological Investigations, Vol. 1. Translated by Cornelius Ernst, O.P.. (Baltimore,
MD:Helicon Press, 1961).

9 For an importanttreatmentofalterationsor reversals, see the magisterial treatment
by Msgr. Thomas Guarino, Disputed Teachings of Vatican I: Continuity and Reversal in
Catholic Doctrine (Grand Rapids, Mich.: Eerdmans,2018), especially chapters 4-5.

10 Dulles, “Doctrinal Renewal,” 49-51.
11 Kaczor, “Thomas Aquinas on the DevelopmentofDoctrine”283.
12 Summa Theologiae 1, q. 36, a. 2, ad 1.
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  IS THERE A PLACE FOR DOCTRINAL DEVELOPMENT... 85

on: since whatever those wholived later have believed, was contained,
albeit implicitly, in the faith of those Fathers who preceded them. But
there wasan increase in the numberofarticles believed explicitly, since
to those wholivedin later times some were known explicitly which were
not knownexplicitly by those who lived before them.”

Theearly creeds of the Church, the Apostles Creed and the Nicene-Con-
stantinopolitan Creed, give a more explicit knowledgeofthearticles of the
faith. Clearly, Aquinas’ emphasis is on continuity in the tradition. Conciliar
decisions, such as Chalcedonregarding Christology, do not introduce real
doctrinal change when that meansextending the substanceofrevealed truths.
They simply makeexplicit what was previously contained implicitly in the
assertions ofthe creedal articles of faith. Nevertheless, there is a place for
developmentin the sense that in the unfolding of implicit teaching into more
explicit formulation the Churchhas over time growninits understanding of
the truthsoffaith.

LIMITATIONS OF DEVELOPMENT WITHIN THOMISTIC THEOLOGY?

I now briefly consider why somehave arguedthat Aquinas’ thoughtis not
compatible with the idea ofdoctrinal developmentin the senseofreal doctrinal
change. Avery Dulles,for one, argues that Thomistic theology leaveslittle room
for such change. Indeed, prior to the nineteenth century theologians were
concerned with merely “reasserting thefaith that had been given onceforall to
the saintsofold (cf. Jude 3)”'4 Aquinasheld that public revelation ended with
the death ofthelast apostle. Dulles adds, “In the apostolic age ... the revelation
reached completion.”* Furthermore,the apostles possessedthedefinitive truth
and hencethefullness of divinerevelation, according to Aquinas: “those who
first handedon the faith most perfectly understoodit since the Apostles were
mostfully instructed concerning the mysteriesoffaith?"

 

13 Summa Theologiae1-2, q. 1, a. 7.
14 Dulles, The Resilient Church, 46.
15 Ibid.
16 Summa Theologiae1-2, q. 1, a. 7, ad 4.
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EDUARDO ECHEVERRIA

The view that the Apostles possessed the fullness of revelation is not
just Aquinas’ view, but also that of the Church. In 1907, she condemnsthe
Proposition in Lamentabili Sane: “Revelation, constituting the object of the
Catholic faith, was not completed with the Apostles” Indeed, Yves M.J. Congar
generalizes, “Such classical contemporary theologians as Henri de Lubac,
Karl Rahner and Edward Schillebeeckx have explainedthe idea ofthe closure
of revelation with the death ofthe last apostle in the sense that the witness
borneto Christ, through and in whom therevelation of God’s plan and his
mystery wasfulfilled, was secured and terminated at that moment.It is also
certainly in this sense that the Dogmatic Constitution Dei Verbum 4 should
be understood.This paragraphis veryfull and it concludes with the statement:
“We nowawait no further public revelation before the glorious manifestation
ofour Lord Jesus Christ?”"” The Catechism ofthe Catholic Church §66reiterates
the sameteaching. Like Aquinas, however, the Catechism suggests that divine
revelation’s completion is compatible with affirming, as Kaczor describes
Aquinas’view, “the Church’s understandingofthetruthsoffaith grows deeper
over time.’"* Similarly, the Catechism states, “Yet even if Revelationis already
complete, it has not been made completely explicit; it remains for Christian
faith gradually to graspits full significance over the course of the centuries”
This meansthat the unfoldingofrevelation's significance, from the implicit to
the explicit, is about an increase in our knowledgeandinsightin the revealed
truth rather than a new revelation.Thelatter is precluded since the death
of the last apostle. However, denying a new revelation leaves unanswered
the question regarding the substantial homogeneity with revealed truth of
the new dogmas, suchas the Immaculate Conception and the Assumption,
proclaimedastruths revealed by God. As Dulles asks, “How could these two
assertions be reconciled?”!* I return to answerthis question in general below
when considering the logical, organic, and historical aspects of doctrinal
development.

 

17 The Word and the Spirit (New York: Harper and Row,1986), 57.
18 Kaczor, “Thomas Aquinas on the DevelopmentofDoctrine” 285.
19 Dulles, “Doctrinal Renewal,48.
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IS THERE A PLACE FOR DOCTRINAL DEVELOPMENT... 87

REVELATION, DOGMA, AND PROPOSITIONAL TRUTH

Dulles claims that the obstacle to real doctrinal change—extending the
bodyofnecessarybeliefs—in a theory of developmentis the “assumption that
revelation essentially consists of propositional truths” Of course, the idea of
propositionalrevelation meansthat revelation has a determinate content, and
Dulles implies on that view truth is under control such that there is nothing
moreto say. Thus how canthere be development?

ThoughI do notsharehis view,his position should in one sense be seen
as a healthy reminderthat divine revelation is far from being nothing but the
communication of determinate truths; rather, it is God’s self-revelation as
personal and dynamic,invitingus to share intimately, thatis, interiorly through
the knowingand loving communion ofdivine faith, in His Trinitarian life.
Nevertheless, while divine faith is a truly personal communion with God,it
involves at the same time, andinseparably, believing that somethingis true.
In other words,faith involves both thefides qua creditur—thefaith with which
one believes—andthefides quae creditur—the faith which onebelieves?! Min-
imally,” therefore, faith involves belief, and to have a belief meansthatoneis
intellectually committed to the whole truth that God has revealed,

Furthermore,faith involves holdingcertain beliefs to be true, explains
Aquinas, because “beliefis called assent, andit can only be about a proposition,
in whichtruth orfalsity is found.”?’ And propositionsoffaith are true because
they correspondtoreality; they are as true judgments an “adaequatiointellectus
et rei,’ corresponding to what is, and hence“a claim to the possession in
knowledgeofwhatis” As Francis Schussler Fiorenza explains:“This definition,

 

20 Ibid., 49.

21 Aidan Nichols, O.P., The Shape of Catholic Theology (Collegeville, MN:Liturgical
Press, 1991), 15-16.

22 I say minimally because “The creed does not only involve giving one’s assentto a
bodyofabstract truths; rather, whenitis recited the whole oflife is drawninto a journey
toward full communion with the living God. We can say that in the creed believers are
invited to enter into the mystery which they profess and to be transformed byit” (Pope
Francis, Lumen Fidei, Encyclical Letter, June 29, 2013, no. 45). See also, Catechism of the
Catholic Church, nos. 150-151, and nos, 1814-1816.

23 Aquinas, Summatheologiae, II-I],q. 1, a.2, ad. 2.

   

  

  

 

  

             

  
   

  

   

   

    



                                  

  

   

88 EDUARDO ECHEVERRIA

originating with Aristotle, has come downto us through Isaac benIsraeli

and Thomas Aquinas.” He elaborates: “Veritas est adequatio (convenientia,

correspondentia) intellectus et rei.’ “Truth is the adequation, (the coming

together or correspondence) of understanding andreality:’* Put differently,

Aquinasholdsthat truth is such that if a proposition is true, then what that

proposition statesis in fact the case about objective reality; otherwise, the

propositionis false. In addition, for Aquinasarticles of faith are necessaryfor

knowing God. Aquinasexplains: “We do not form statements except so that we

mayhave apprehensionofthings through them.Asit is in knowledge, so also

in faith.”> In other words, one knows primarily God himself but as mediated

in and through determinate propositions. Hence, we cannoteliminate or

minimize the mediating role of propositions both from God's self-revelation

to man and from man’s faith in God.”

Aquinasis a realist about truth, as well as an epistemic realist because he

affirms the humancapacity to knowthetruth; hence, our dogmatic affirmations

actually attain objective reality. Realism is necessary in order to maintain the

material continuity or substantial homogeneity, universality, and objectivity, of

revealedtruth, “as its affirmations pass througha variety of historical forms.’””

In this connection, with its emphasis on continuity and homogeneity, can

doctrinal developmentbe legitimate? In other words, how do we grow in our

understanding and knowledge of an objective revelation with determinate

truth—therevealed given?

Thebriefanswerto this question hereis this: distinguish between proposi-

tional truthsoffaith and their formulations. St. VincentofLérinsalludes to this

distinction when arguing that the form may changebut not the fundamental

contentofthe faith, because the meaning andtruth ofthe latter remains always

24 Fiorenza, Foundational Theology, 272-73. The quote within the quote from Aquinas
is from the English translation of the Summa Contra Gentiles, On the Truth ofthe Catholic
Faith,vol. 1 (Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 1955), 59.

25 Aquinas, Summatheologiae, I-Il, q. 1, a. 2, ad. 2.
26 I develop the mediating role of propositions in faith and revelation in my book,

Revelation, History, and Truth: A Hermeneutics ofDogma (New York: Peter Lang, 2018),
47-92.

27 Nichols, From Newman to Congar, 164.
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the same.”* “Hence,it mustbe that understanding, knowledge, and wisdom grow
and advance mightily andstrongly in individuals as wellas in the community,
in a single person as well as in the Church as a whole, andthis gradually
according to age andhistory. But only within the properlimits, i.e., within the
same dogma,the same meaning,the samejudgment(in eodemscilicet dogmate,
eodem sensu eademque sententia)?” Althoughthetruths of the faith may be
expressed differently, they must be kept within determinate bounds. That is,
we must always determine whetherthose re-formulations preserve the same
meaning and mediate the same judgmentoftruth.

Importantly, John XXIII depends on Vincentas well as the First Vatican
Council by implicitly distinguishing between propositional truths offaith
and their formulationsin reflecting on the sense in which a doctrine, already
confirmed and defined,is more fully known and deeply understood.

For the deposit offaith, the truths contained in our venerable
doctrine, are one thing; the fashion in which they are expressed, but
with the same meaning and the same judgment [eodem sensu eademque
sententia], is another thing.*°

The subordinate clause, which I havecited in its Latin original, is part of
a larger passage from the First Vatican Council's Dogmatic Constitution on
Faith and Reason, DeiFilius ( 1869-70), whichis earlier invoked by Pope Pius
IX in the bull of 1854, Ineffabilis Deus, also cited by Pope Leo XIII in his 1899
encyclicalletter, Testem benevolentiae Nostrae. And this formula in Dei Filius
is itself taken from the Commonitorium of Vincentof Lérins, as I cited above.

 

28 I give an accountofVincent's theory of dogmatic developmentin my forthcoming
essay, “VincentofLérins and the DevelopmentofChristian Doctrine,’ in “Faith Once For
All Delivered”: Tradition and Doctrinal Authority in the Catholic Church (San Francisco:
Ignatius Press, 2021). See also, Revelation, History, and Truth, 1-45. See also Journet, What
is Dogma?, 81-91, who explicitly draws on Vincent's distinction between the propositional
truths offaith andtheir linguistic formulations.

29 VincentofLérins, The Commonitories, trans. Rudolph E. Morris (Washington, DC:
Catholic University ofAmerica Press, 1949), 309.

30 Gaudet materecclesiae, §14. John XXIII cited Vincent's wordsin Latin, “in eodem
sensu eademquesententia? whenhedelivered the openingdiscourse to the Council. These
wordsofthe discourse are quoted by the Councilat Pastoral Constitution on the Church in
the Modern World Gaudium et spes (December7, 1965), no. 62 (hereafter Gaudium et spes).
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  EDUARDO ECHEVERRIA

Thedifferinglinguistic expressionsofthe propositionaltruthsoffaith mustkeep the same meaningand the same judgment —”eodem sensu eademque
sententia.” Thisitalicized phrase meansto say thatthe truth of a proposition isinextricably connected withits meaning. As to meaning, the way thingsareis
what makes “meaning”trueorfalse. Therefore, a proposition is true if whatitsays correspondsto the way objective reality is; otherwise,it is false. In the wordsofBernard Lonergan, “Meaningofits natureis related to a ‘meant, and whatis
meant may or may not correspond to whatis so.Ifit corresponds, the meaningistrue. Ifit does not correspond,the meaningis false.”’*' Thus, a dogma’s meaningisunchangeable becausethat meaningis true. Thetruthsoffaith are, if true, alwaysand everywheretrue; the different wayofexpressing thesetruths mayvary in our
attempts to communicate revealed truths more clearly and accurately, but these
variouslinguistic expressions do notaffect the truth of the propositions. How,
then, does a theory of doctrinal development—in a Vincentian mode—allow
for genuine developmentin doctrine yet respects the substantial homogeneityofrevealedtruth,such that an “essential homogeneity .... unite[s] both revelationand dogmain one seamless garment?”

THE THREE ASPECTS OF DocTRINAL DEVELOPMENT: LOGICAL,
ORGANIC, HistorICAL

[1] The implicit-explicit scheme involves a restatementorclearer statementofthe doctrinalcontentofthe gospel, ofwhatis already conceptually possessedand known,thatis, different expressions of the sametruth. This is a logical
type of dogmatic developmentin which the substanceof the affirmations ofrevealed truths is expressed differently in a linguistic and conceptual way butStates the same thing. Yves Congarcorrectly states, “Whenit is a matter of
properly dogmatic formulas,this evolution can only mean development by way

ee

31 Bernard J. E Lonergan,S.J., “The Dehellenization of Dogma,” in Bernard J. FE. Lon-ergan, A SecondCollection, ed. William EJ. Ryan,SJ., et al. (Philadelphia: The WestminsterPress, 1974), pp. 11-32, and at p. 14 (scare quotes added).
32 Nichols, From Newman to Congar, 177.
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ofclarification.” In other words, the biblical revelation, “I and the Fatherare

one”(John 10:30), is expressed in a new conceptual way—homoousion—whichis

a formally revealed truth: the consubstantiality ofthe Son with the Father. This

is about the “formally revealed.” Aquinasuse ofthe implicit-explicit schemeis

evident in the following passage.

But although we donotfind it verbally expressed in Holy Scrip-

ture that the Holy Ghost proceeds from the Son,still we do findit

in the sense of Scripture, especially where the Son says, speaking of

the Holy Ghost, “He will glorify Me, because He shall receive of Mine”

(John 16:14). It is also a rule of Holy Scripture that whateveris said of

the Father, applies to the Son, although there be added an exclusive

term; except only as regards what belongsto the opposite relations,

wherebythe Father and the Son are distinguished from each other.

For when the Lord says, in Matt 11, “No one knoweth the Son, but

the Father” the idea of the Son knowing Himself is not excluded. So

therefore when wesay that the Holy Ghost proceeds from the Father,

even though it be added that He proceeds from the Fatheralone, the

Son would notthereby beat all excluded; becauseas regards being the

principle of the Holy Ghost, the Father and the Son are not opposedto

eachother, but only as regards the fact that one is the Father, and the

otheris the Son.*

How does Aquinasarrive at the proposition that the Holy Spirit proceeds

from both the Father and the Son? This passage beginsby expressing the rule

that whatever is predicated of the Father is also predicated of the Son, except

thosepredicates that distinguish Father and Son. The Holy Spirit proceeds from

the Fatheralone,but this procession does not distinguish the Father from the

Son. Although the proposition that the Holy Spirit proceeds from Son is not

somethingdirectly stated, it is something that is directly communicatedin

33 Yves Congar, O.P, True and False Reform in the Church,trans. Paul Philibert, O.P.
(Collegeville: Liturgical Press, 2011 [1968]), p. 232.

34 Aquinas, Summatheologiae,1, q. 36, a. 2, ad 1.
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the senseofScripture, according to Aquinas. As Kaczor concludes: “Thus theProcession ofthe Spirit can be predicated of Father and Son.”5
Butthereis also the “virtually revealed? which involves a “true elucidationofits further implications” Unpacking the meaning ofthe latter shows thatthey are not merely stating the same thing in a new Proposition. For example,consider the teachings of the Sixth Ecumenical Council, Constantinople III,namely, that in Christ there are two wills, one human,theotherdivine. Nicholsexplains: “we need to interpose [between thetruth that Christis God and man

and the inference that Christ has two wills] a piece of constructive metaphys-ics, namely, the assertion that the structure ofspirit is of such a kind that nospiritual nature, such as human anddivine nature (in an infinite diversity ofmodes) mustbe,can lack its own will. Here we are firmly in the realm of the‘virtually revealed””> This dogmatic statement of ConstantinopleIII is notjust an explication of the original Gospel. It is a true elucidation ofthe furtherimplication of the Incarnation.Is this a revealed truth, a true developmentofdogmafrom virtuality to actuality? If so, there mustbe a rational homogeneitybetween Constantinople III and the apostolic deposit, rationally mediated bya“constructive metaphysic, as in the doctrine ofthe twowills ofthe Redeemer”””Indeed, adds Nichols, “for someone who wishes to be faithful to Thomas,itshould bepossible to accept a more generous view of whatis involved in theunfolding thevirtualities of the deposit [of faith]?
[2] I turn now to the organic aspectofdoctrinal development.John Henry

Newman(1801-1890) developed necessary but notsufficient“tests” or indica-tionsfor distinguishing true andfalse doctrinal developmentin his well-known1845 work, Essay on the Developmentof Christian Doctrine. There are sevenof these “tests”: Identity of Type, Continuity of Principle, Assimilative Power,Logical Coherence, Fecundity, Conservation, and Vitality.°°

 

35 Kaczor, “Thomas Aquinas on the DevelopmentofDoctrine” 288.36 Nichols, From Newmanto Congar, 181-182.
37 Ibid., 182.

38 Ibid.

39 This paragraph and the next three are taken from myarticle, “Newmanon Truevs.False Development,” The Catholic Thing, August 24, 2019.
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They are necessary but not sufficient because “ecclesial warrants” (as

Thomas Guarinocalls them) are also necessary to assess doctrinal develop-

ment. Warrants such as Sacred Scripture, ecumenical councils, doctors of the

Church,the Christian faithful, and the Magisterium.Still, all these “tests” and

attendant warrants help us to distinguish “development” from change, ice.,
proper growthin understanding, which may involvecorrection, modification,

and complementary formulations, from improper mutations andcorruptions.
In particular, Newmansays, “A true developmentis that which is conserv-

ative ofits original, and a corruption is that which tendsto its destruction”
(emphasis added). The “continuity of principle” and “identity of type,” or what
British philosophical theologian,Oliver Crisp calls a “dogmatic conceptual hard

core,’ is what Newmanrefers to whenhe speaks ofwhat mustbe conserved.This,

too, is Aquinas’ view of the developmentofdoctrine, namely, it never involves
a revealed truth becausethelatter remains permanently valid.

Fundamentalto doctrinal developmentis the idea of “propositional revela-
tion.” Newmanheld that revealed truths, what he called “supernaturaltruths of
dogma,” have been “irrevocably committed to human language” God’s written
revelation, according to Ian Ker’s reading of Newman,“necessarily involves
propositionalrevelation,” This propositional revelation in verbalized form, or
what Newmancalled the “dogmatical principle,’ is at once true though not
exhaustive, “imperfect because it is human,” adds Newman,“but definitive and

necessary because given from above.’ Dulles is mistaken in his claim that the
organic theory of development, such as Newman's,eliminates propositional
revelation.” Given the distinction between the propositional truths offaith and
their formulations, Dulles is correctthat the “formulationsoffaith will alwaysfall
shortofexpressingthefull richnessofthe divine mystery to which theyrefer”!
Thehistorically conditioned formulationscan vary, with their possible correction,
modification, and complementation,as long as they mediate the same meaning
and samejudgmentoftruth.” This means that inadequacyofexpression is not

40 Dulles, “Doctrinal Renewal)52.

41 Ibid.

42 Bernard J.F. Lonergan, SJ, Method in Theology (New York: Herder and Herder,
1972), 284, 324.
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the sameas inexpressibility of divine truth. Otherwise,
offaith are reduced to mere humanthoughts,
separate from reality. This Position unavoid
Thus these formulations can expresstruth i
correspondto whatis basically an objective
statements,whilereflecting the culture ofth
formulate an unchangingandultimatet
how one canreconcile the absoluteness a
unavoidablehistorical and cultural conditioningofthe formulas which expressthat truth” The briefanswerhereto this questionis: “[T]he use ofa hermeneuticopento the appeal ofmetaphysics can show howitis possible to move from thehistorical and contingent circumstancesin whichthetexts developedto the truthwhich they express, a truth transcendingthose circumstances?”

T return here to Dulles’ claim that the obstacl
extending the body of necessary beliefs—in a theory of developmentis the“assumptionthatrevelation essentially consists ofpropositional truths” Kaczorremarks, “How can more explicit, later expositions ofthe creed be reconciledwith the apostles havingthe fullness ofknowledge? Can a more implicit knowl-edge be a morefull knowledge?”*

Briefly, yes,

the propositional truth
culturally conditioned, altogether
ably leads to dogmatic relativism.
n a determinate way such that they
reality. As John Paul II, “[D]ogmatic
€ period in which they were defined,
ruth. This prompts the question of
nd the universality of truth with the

e to real doctrinal change—

but we need an epistemologyoftacit knowing**—we knowmuch morethan wecanstate in Propositions—to justify how implicit knowl-edge may be

a

fuller knowledge.First, propositionsoffaith are tthey correspond to reality. “The Bible,
contains... statements which havea
authors intended to formulate true
Os

rue because
and the New Testamentin particular,

genuinely ontological content. The inspired
statements capable, thatis, of expressing

43 Fides et Ratio, 95. See also, Journet, Whatis Dogma?, 81. 1 develop the notionregarding the absolute truth of the doctrinesoffaith in mybook,Revelation, History, andTruth: A Hermeneutics ofDogma,“Divine Revelation and Foundationalism,’ 93-152,44 Dulles, “Doctrinal Renewal,49.
45 Kaczor, “Thomas Aquinas on the DevelopmentofDoctrine” 285-86,46 Tacit knowledgeis a fact, says Rahner. But he does not develop a full-fledgedepistemology oftacit knowing, such as we find with the Hungarian-British polymath,Michael Polanyi (1891-1976). Polanyi developstacit knowing, which hefirst treated inhis 1951-1952 Gifford Lectures, Personal Knowledge, Towards a Post-Critical Philosophy,Part Three, 249-324,
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objectivereality.” Thus propositionsare constitutive ofGod’s Wordrevelation,

for they are normative for an understandinggiving us access to divine truths.

Second,although these propositions necessarily give access to reality itself,

they do notexhaustthe fullness of divine reality. Still, we mustaffirm a partial

identity between divine revelation (verbal) andreality itself. Forall formulations,

scriptural as well as creedal ones, of the truth of divine reality are wholly true,

correspondingtoreality and, therefore, always binding because enduringlytrue,

despite being inadequate, not exhaustive. Third, more has been communicated

in the revelation ofHoly Scripture than hasbeenstated formally,thatis, proposi-

tionally. It is the difference between something beingdirectly stated andit being

directly communicated.* As Nichols explains, “Muchinhistorical revelation

may have beendirectly communicated that was not directly stated. Thus when,

for instance, someonesaysthat ‘Christ died for us, everyone understands whatis

meantby dying,or by death,in that statement. The whole humanexperience of

death canbereally communicated and heard, even though neither speaker nor

hearer has evertranslated the idea of death into adequate propositions.” The

pointhereis that the speaker's statement tacitly presupposes knowledgeofthe

thingitself not yet articulated propositionally. Further, this knowledge, which

is in excess of the propositionally stated content, “can concomitantly be heard

by the hearer of the proposition.’ In sum, then, says Rahner, “When I makea

statementlike this, there can and almost must be an abundanceofother things

in mind at the sametime,globally and implicitly no doubt, but very really.’°°

Kaczorfocuses on the assimilative power of doctrine wherein the Church

incorporates elements from progress in philosophy, the liturgy, and linguistic

formulation,all ofwhich aidsin the formulation of doctrinal truths, such that

“our understandingofdoctrineitself may become more complete.”*' I suggest

47 John PaulII, Fides et Ratio, 82.

48 Karl Rahner, “The DevelopmentofDogma,’ 39-77, andat 61-63, 69-71, 73.

49 Nichols, From Newman to Congar, 229. Nichols exampleis from Rahner, “The

Development of Dogma,’ 72.

50 Rahner, “The Development of Dogma,’ 70.Fora fuller development of how tacit

knowledgecontributesto a theory ofdoctrinal development, see my book, Berkouwer and

Catholicism: Disputed Questions (Leiden/Boston:Brill, 2013), 394-437.

51 Ibid., 290.
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the faith regarding the Incarnation “cannot be understood completely without
the work of [metaphysical] reason” Aquinasstates, “Reason sees immediately
certain things, whichare perse nota, in which are contained implicitly certain
other things which it is not possible to understand save through the work
of reason, by explaining those things which are contained implicitly in the
principles.’

Looking back to Vincent’s distinction between the propositional truths
of faith andtheir linguistic formulations, we can easily appreciate the role of
language in the new formulationsofthearticles offaith and the corresponding
“dogmatic conceptual hard core” of the teaching. “Church councils before
[Aquinas] introduced non-scriptural terms such as homoousion, Theotokos,
andTrinitasin orderto clarify the meaningofScriptural passagesvis-a-visrival
interpretations [of dogmas]. Aquinas mentionedthis tradition appropriating
in so manyplaces Aristotelian terms, or terms such as transubstantiation that
arises from Aristotelian roots, to clarify and differentiate positions that truly
accord with Scripture and Church teaching from those that do not?"

[III] Last but notleast, Aquinas’ attention to the historical aspect of doc-
trinal developmentis evident in the challengesthat heretics present, providing
“an opportunity for the Churchto clarify teachings and makeexplicit what was
previously covert.’Kaczor adds, “Historical context makesa difference both
in understandingpastteaching and in presenting present teaching.”Aquinas
explains: “Since perverse menpervert apostolic teaching and the Scripturesto
their own damnation,asit is written in Second Peter 16; therefore there is need
with the passageoftime of an explanation ofthefaith against arising errors.”*”
Thus,false understandingsofrevelation are a stimulusfor understanding more

 

52 Ibid., 289.

53 Aquinas, Disputed Questions on Truth 2, q. 11,a. 1, ad 12.
54 Kaczor, “Thomas Aquinas on the Developmentof Doctrine” 292. See e.g., Summa

Theologiae 3, qq. 73-81, on the Eucharist.
55 Ibid., 293.

56 Ibid., 296.

57 Aquinas, Summa Theologiae 2-2, q. 1, a. 10, ad 1. See also, Summa Theologiae1,
q. 36, a. 2, ad 2,

that my example aboveof the “virtually revealed”illustrates that the truth of
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deeply revealed truths. Thus Dulles is mistaken that this aspect in Aquinas’
account of doctrinal developmentis purely “negative and defensive”®’ Fur-
thermore, Aquinas understoodthathistoricalsituations influence the Church's
formulation ofthe creeds. Bringing togetherthehistorical andlinguistic aspect
ofdoctrinal development, Aquinasstatesin his work,Contra errores Graecorum:
“Since errors arising concerning thefaith gave an occasion to the doctors of
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i the Church that matters offaith might be passed on with greater care for the
{ eliminating ofarising errors” For example, on Aquinas’ view, “a council does
| not and cannotreverse or contradictearlier teaching but ratherfulfills and
j makesexplicit what was earlier implicit”

CONCLUSION

3

Aquinasdoes not develop in the body ofhis writings a theory of doctrinal
development wherein both genuine developmentin doctrine includes atten-
tion to the substantial homogeneity of revealed truth. There are, however, cues
throughouthiswritings that I have attendedto that illustrate the logical, organic,
andhistorical aspects thatare essential to any Catholic theory ofdoctrinal devel-
opment. Fundamentalto that theoryis propositional revelation, propositional
truth and a corresponding realism about both truth and knowledge. In short,
Kaczoris correct, “Aquinas's accountofdevelopment suggests that one need not
abandonthe propositional modelofrevelation in order to have the organic or
even thehistorical situated account of development.” Newman,early Rahner,
and VaticanII’s Vincentian approach to dogmatic development significantly work
out these rudimentsinto a full-fledge theory.
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